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Abstract

This article discusses several early modern Spanish and Portuguese texts that describe Afro-
Iberians’ festive and confraternal practices in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth 
centuries. While scholars have contended that the early modern Iberian states and church used 
conversion and confraternities, or lay Catholic brotherhoods, to integrate Afrodescendants to 
Iberian society, by linking Afro-Iberians’ festive practices to their confraternities, the article 
contends that these texts underscore how Afrodescendants adapted their African cosmologies 
and festive customs in the diaspora, rather than totally assimilate to Iberian culture. The article 
also triangulates Afrodescendants’ festive practices in Europe, Africa, and the Americas, sugges-
ting that Afrodescendants thought of the diaspora as an imagined community.

Black Woman: If you want me to have a fiesta, 
I’ll sing a song from our land.

Preta: Queri tu que faça uns festa, eu canta 
argum moda de nossa terra.1

On March 20, 1455, a group of free blacks from the 
parish church of Sanct Jaume (St. James the Great, 
d. 44 CE) in Barcelona received royal permis-

sion to establish a confraternity, or Catholic association 
made up of laypersons and established for various pious 
purposes.2 The royal edict encouraged the members to 
continue taking part in the city’s annual Corpus Christi cel-
ebration, “which they were already accustomed to doing” [lo 
qual ja acostumen de fer].3 Corpus Christi was one of the most 
important feasts of the Catholic calendar, and was celebrat-
ed with great pageantry in the early modern Mediterranean.4 
This pageantry, which was meant to reinforce the Catholic 
Church’s doctrine on the Eucharistic presence, sought to in-
corporate all sectors of society.5 In 1497, for example, when 
Queen Isabella I of Castile (r. 1474-1504) entered Seville on 
Corpus Christi, the council asked “all the blacks in the city” 
to join the rest of the citizenry in welcoming the Catholic 
monarch [que deuian salir al dho. recibimiento todos los negros 
que ouiese en esta çibdad].6 When this order was issued by the 
city council, Seville already had several black confraternities, 
which certainly participated in these festivities. These early 

examples link black confraternities to both religious and 
civic celebrations, a distinction that was not always made in 
the early modern Mediterranean.

How did these blacks participate in these civic-religious 
celebrations? According to the royal decree, the confraterni-
ty of St. Jaume was to take part in the Corpus Christi celebra-
tion by participating in the processional with candles, like the 
other confraternities of the city.7 The 1565 compromisso (con-
stitution) of a black confraternity of the Rosary, founded in 
1460 in Lisbon, also asks its members to celebrate their feast 
in a similar fashion, by marching with candles while “very 
devoutly praying the rosary” [virão todos os irmãos e confrades 
com cirios acezos nesta procicão muito devotamente rezando o 
rosario].8 The language in the documents cited so far has led 
scholars such as Didier Lahon, Iván Armenteros Martínez, 
Aurelia Martín Casares, and Christine Delaigue, to posit that 
sub-Saharan Africans were culturally assimilated into Iberian 
society through religious integration.9 Yet scholars such as 
Isidoro Moreno affirm the opposite: that Afro-Iberians did 
not forego their ancestral cultural heritage altogether as 
they participated in the social life of early modern Spain and 
Portugal.10 In this essay, I follow this second line of argument 
and, through the analysis of texts that show blacks in both 
civic and religious festive performances in early modern 
Spain and Portugal, demonstrate that blacks used confra-
ternities to continue their ancestral festive practices in 
their new European context. This claim will be supported 
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by the fact that blacks did more than march with candles 
in religious events; they danced, played African instruments, 
and sang to the tune of African music. 

The first black confraternity in Western history may 
have been founded in Seville between 1391 and 1401 by the 
prelate of that city to minister to infirm blacks.11 This con-
fraternity eventually evolved into a black confraternity 
similar to St. Jaume or Lisbon’s black Rosary and became 
popularly known as Los Negritos (The Little Blacks), but 
was officially under the spiritual patronage of Our Lady of 
the Angels.12 In the sixteenth century, there were at least 
three other black confraternities in Seville. The ones of 
the Rosary and the Precious Blood were founded by blacks 
from Portugal in Triana, outside the city limits.13 The third 
one was founded by the mixed race mulattoes of the parish 
church of San Idelfonso (St. Idelphonsus, c. 607-67).14 There 
were also black confraternities in Valencia, Granada, Cadiz 
and other Andalusian cities, as well as in Portugal, Sicily and 
Naples, making it a relatively common phenomenon in the 
Mediterranean. Some black confraternities were made up of 
only free persons, like St. Jaume, but most were made up of 
both free and enslaved Africans.15

As the origin of Los Negritos suggests, caring for sick 
members, paying for the burial of those whose survivors 
could not afford it or who had no survivors, and praying for 
their soul were central tenets of black confraternities.16 In 
this fashion, Afro-Iberian confraternities continued the tra-
ditions established by their European predecessors.17 But 
black confraternities had many elements that were uniquely 
their own. On the one hand, black confraternities could, 
and often did, purchase the freedom of members. On the 
other, they imbued their confraternal life and festive per-
formances with African elements. By making confraternities 
their own, blacks transformed confraternities into alterna-
tive communities within the broader oppressive structure of 
Iberian society and used them to exercise limited self-rule in  
their affairs.

Black confraternities also adapted other European con-
fraternal traditions. Especially in Portugal, but also in Spain, 
black confraternities elected ceremonial royalties for festive 
performance, a tradition that resonated with both European 
carnival and African practices.18 Although this practice was 
also common in other Iberian confraternities, it eventu-
ally became particularly associated with black confrater-
nities.19 In early modern Spain and Portugal, blacks would 
appear in festive performances led by their king and queen. 
Through these festive performances, blacks performed 
their Afro-Christian identity before their black and broader  
European audiences.20

Afro-Iberians of sub-Saharan descent were partially 
allowed to establish confraternities because the Church and 
Crown did not see them as hostes fidei (enemies of the faith), 
but rather as theopolitical tabula rasa, ready to receive the 
Gospel.21 As such, they were treated with less suspicion than 

their moriscos, or Muslim converts, counterparts.22 Their 
festive practices were not perceived as threats to the social 
order, but rather as a necessary respite from their harsh labor. 
In this sense, the seventeenth-century Sevillian alderman 
and historian Diego Ortiz de Zuñiga (1636-1680) wrote in his 
annals for the year 1474, that 

in Seville, the Blacks have been treated with great 
benignity since the time of King Henry III [of Castile, 
b. 1379, r. 1390-1406], being allowed to gather for their 
dances and fiestas on holidays, which made them work 
with greater joy and better bear their captivity. 

[eran en Sevilla los Negros tratados con gran benigni-
dad desde el tiempo de el Rey Don Henrique Tercero, 
permitiendoseles juntarse à sus bayles, y fiestas, en los 
días feriados, con que acudian mas gustosos al trabajo, y 
tolerauan mejor el captiuerio.]23

However, blacks were not allowed to engage in their 
merriment without authorial supervision. As Ortiz de 
Zuñiga himself writes, “[a black was given the title of 
mayoral [overseer] and would represent the others before 
their masters” [à uno se le daua título de Mayoral, que patrocin-
aua a los demás con sus Amos].24 (Confraternity leaders would 
be called mayoral in the Spanish-speaking world.) To this 
end, in 1475, when Queen Isabella named the “Black Count” 
[Conde Negro] Juan de Valladolid mayoral e juez (overseer 
and judge) of the blacks of Seville, she instructed him not to 
allow the black and mulatto men and women of the city to 
meet or have fiestas without his presence. The monarch in-
structed him to make sure “that the said negros (blacks) and 
loros (mulattoes) may not and do not have fiestas or corona-
tions without your presence [que no puedan fazer, ni fagan los 
dichos Negros, y Negras, y Loros, y Loras, ningunas fiestas, nin 
juzgados de entre ellos, salvo ante vos].25 The Queen’s instruc-
tion reflects the Crown and Church’s desire to control the 
social activity of the black population, and at the same time, 
could reveal their inability to do so to the fullest extent of 
their will.

Unfortunately, we do not have detailed accounts of 
black festive performances for early modern Spain. However, 
we can imagine what they may have been like through the 
Portuguese texts that will be discussed later. Nonetheless, 
there are myriad mentions of black festive practices and per-
formances in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Spanish 
texts. This study will not examine Golden Age authors such 
as Miguel de Cervantes and Lope de Vega as this work has 
already been done by many Golden Age literary critics.26 
Instead, it will analyze lesser-studied texts.

Within the short period between 1585 and 1600, we find 
three documents that mention black dancers in Barcelona, 
Madrid and Valencia. The first one is the Dutch Henrique 
Cock’s Annals of the Year 1585. These annals detail King Philip 
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II and Prince Philip III’s journey through Aragon, Catalonia 
and Valencia for the purpose of holding the courts for the 
Kingdom of Aragon for that year.27 Cock traveled with the 
king and prince as an archer in the monarch’s personal 
guard (Guarda del Cuerpo Real), but he was also a scholar, 
and later became Apostolic Notary.28 As the king and prince 
traveled through the kingdom, his entourage and the cities 
they entered staged lavish fiestas for them. The nobles that 
traveled with the king and prince brought their black slaves 
with them. On March 20, describing all the people in the 
entourage and in what order they traveled, Cock mentions 
the black slaves of one don Sebastian de Santoyo:

After [some Castilian nobles] came don Pedro de Bolea 
and don Bernardino Copones, and in front of them, the 
blacks of don Sebastian de Santoyo.

Después de [algunos nobles castellanos] vinieron los 
señores don Pedro de Bolea y Bernardino Copones, 
yendo delante de ellos los negros del señor Sebastián 
de Santoyo.29

These blacks also took part in the fiestas staged by the 
traveling court. On March 28, when the nobles staged a lavish 
Renaissance festival for the king and prince, Cock describes 
a group of “twelve blacks dressed in red and playing their 
instruments” [venían delante doce negros vestidos de colorado 
tocando sus instrumentos].30 Albeit this is a very elusive 
mention of the blacks’ performance, it makes clear that they 
played their (and not our) instruments. In other words, they 
may have performed on African instruments. The normality 
with which Cock describes the blacks should not surprise us. 
Black drummers had been used in the Spanish royal army 
since the time of Charles V.31 In 1529, Christoph Weiditz 
witnessed such black drummers, with a red shirt, in Emperor 
Charles’ coronation entourage traveling to Rome (fig. 1). 
Weiditz concretely writes that “thus ride the army drummers 
in Spain when the emperor rides into a city,” suggesting, as 
Kate Lowe concedes, that black drummers were a staple of 
Spanish Renaissance royal entries.32 Perhaps, the blacks in 
Queen Isabella’s 1497 Corpus Christi entrance into Seville 
performed in a similar fashion, as Isidoro Moreno suggests.33 

In Barcelona, on the feast of St. Stephen (December 
26), the king and prince witnessed blacks in a religious cel-
ebration: the previous performance “was followed by a 
Moorish dance and that of the blacks” [siguió una danza de 
moriscos y luego los negrillos].34 On this occasion we have two 
black groups (northern Africans [moriscos] and sub-Saha-
ran Africans [negrillos]) performing different, or at least two 
dances at the same event. This example allows us to see that 
Iberians, and perhaps Africans themselves, distinguished 
between the two groups. Furthermore, each group may have 
performed their own cultural heritage.35

The blacks’ performance was followed by a procession of 
Barcelona’s confraternities: “Then came the confraternities 
with their standards, according to their rank, whose images 
were taken in by the prince” [Luego vinieron los pendones de 
las cofradías, por su orden, cuyas imágenes tomó todas el prínci-
pe].37 Although Cock does not go into details, St. Jaume most 
certainly was among the confraternities that processed 
before the monarch. City records show that St. Jaume was 
among the confraternities that processed through the streets 
of the city when Philip II visited Barcelona in 1564. On that 
occasion, when the confraternities of the city had a proces-
sional before the monarch, St. Jaume came in fifth place out 
of thirty confraternities.38 St. Jaume is the only confraterni-
ty identified by its name, rather than by professions. The 
confraternities that came before St. Jaume were those of 
farmers (parayres), carpenters (ffusters), tanners (blanquers) 
and gardeners (hortolans). This list places St. Jaume among 
the humblest occupations, which must have been the kind 
of labor available to free blacks in early modern Iberia. 
Confraternities, then, marched according to rank, as Cock 
writes, but from lowest to highest, which is the form many 
Catholic processions still take today.

This same order was observed when Philip III visited 
Barcelona again in 1599. On this occasion, the gardener con-
fraternity that came in front of St. Jaume was that of the 
young gardeners (jovens ortolans). The older gardener confra-
ternities of St. Anthony (Sanct Anthoni) and St. Peter (Sanct 
Pere) came later in the procession, toward the middle.39 This 
shows that rank was not fixed for Europeans confraterni-
ties, for by 1599, the gardeners of 1564 had ascended in rank 
and the young/new gardeners occupied their old place in the 
procession. St. Jaume, however, seems to have been fixed 
in its place, highlighting the little social mobility available 
to blacks. For example, in the eighteenth century, white 

Fig. 1. Christoph Weiditz, “Drummer 
at the Entrance of the Emperor,” ca. 
1529. Courtesy of the Germanisches 
Nationalmuseum.36
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Sevillanos took over Los Negritos, and it was only then that 
the confraternity came first in the city’s Corpus Christi pro-
cession, although the black members had fought for this right 
in the sixteenth century.40

In 1590 and 1599, Philip II and Philip III witnessed Afro-
Iberians of sub-Saharan descent performing black dances 
and music again. In 1590, when nobles in Madrid staged a 
poetry competition for Philip II, there was a black dance and 
a Sayagoan dance (sayagüés) with a black bride that won for 
best performance:

Don Pedro de Toledo and don Bernardo de Toledo, 
brought out a group of black dancers; […]; and another 
of Sayagoans with a black bride, who was Francisca de 
Almada, the slave of Prior Don Fernando […]. They won 
the prize for best performance.

Don Pedro de Toledo y Don Bernardo de Toledo, 
sacaron por invención una danza de negros; […]; otra 
de sayagüeses con una novia negra, que era Francisca de 
Almada, la negra del prior Don Femando […]. Diéronles 
el precio de mejor invención.41

Philip III also witnessed black dancers in Valencia in 1599. 
That year the monarch traveled to Valencia to receive his 
bride, Margaret of Austria. The festivities celebrated in 
Valencia for this occasion are meticulously detailed in the 
city’s chronicler, Felipe de Gauna’s Account of the Fiestas 
Celebrated in Valencia on the Occasion of the Marriage of Philip 
III, which in the modern facsimile edition fills two tomes.42 
As with St. Stephen in Barcelona, the blacks of Valencia were 
involved in the wedding festivities on a Christian feast day, 
that of St. Vincent Ferrer, native son and patron of the city. 

These instances link black festive performances 
to Christian holidays, and points to religious and state 
occasions as one of the events that gave Afro-Iberians the 
freedom to perform African dances in early modern Spain. 
As we see, these religious events were often sponsored by 
civic authorities, pointing to what Ortiz de Zuñiga highlight-
ed as a tradition that went back to the late medieval period; 
namely, that civic authorities also gave Afro-Iberians the 
freedom to perform African dances. It is not surprising that 
the accounts that bear witness to Afro-Iberian festive per-
formances are found in accounts about festivals staged for 
monarchs, as royal events demanded recording, while lesser 
festivities may have not. This means that we can take this 
small sample as an indicator that blacks performed African 
dances and music for both religious and secular purposes in 
early modern Spain on a regular basis.43

From the point of view of state, church and city author-
ities, this permissive practice constituted what has become 
known in ethnography as the safety release valve theory 
of containment, which is precisely what Ortiz de Zuñiga 
expresses in his annals for the year 1474, cited earlier: that is 

that such allowances allowed blacks to get much needed rest 
from their oppressive labor so that they would “work with 
greater joy and better bear their captivity.”44 In other words, 
authorities allowed these practices in order to prevent 
revolts and other forms of resistance. However, ethnogra-
phers contend that such performances as the ones described 
here constitute transformative practices through which 
subaltern groups form their collective identity.45 So, while 
the blacks in the festivals above and below are manifesting 
their adherence to Iberian Catholicism and showing their 
loyalty to the sovereign, they are also taking part in events 
that celebrate and contribute to the formation of their Afro-
Iberian identity and culture, a syncretism of African and 
Iberian cosmologies. 

Portuguese accounts of black festive performances are 
not to be found until the early eighteenth century, when they 
abound. Albeit written toward the end of baroque culture, 
these accounts are far more detailed than the ones we have 
seen from Spain. Spanish baroque reached its zenith in the 
seventeenth century. Portugal, on the other hand, extended 
its baroque into the eighteenth century, thanks to the 
discovery of gold in Brazil. This newfound wealth not only 
increased Portugal’s power, but also its black population. 
This black population filled the streets and public spaces of 
urban Portugal with their festive culture. 

The Brief Extract of the Most August Triumph which the 
August City of Braga Offers in Honor of the Most Holy Sacrament, 
published by a Jesuit school (Colegio das Artes) in Coimbra, 
Portugal, in 1731, is a unique text because rather than a 
festival account a posteriori, it is an instruction book for 
those who were to participate in the festival. As the title 
states, this festival was to take place in the northern city of 
Braga on the feast of Corpus Christi, on May 27, 1731. Also, 
as the title states, the instructions do not include all the 
parts of the festival, but only some. Thus, the inclusion of 
the black dance (bayle dos negros) among the three (out of 
thirteen) dances (bayles), four plays (fabulas), and the triunfo 
or procession with the Eucharist, described in the extract 
in full is significant (fig. 2). Intended to show the rest of 
Portugal how the city of Braga celebrated Corpus Christi, 
the extract included the black dance as one of the festival’s  
main attractions:

Then in ninth place, will come the black company, with 
a new composition, and pleasing music, and their cere-
monial figures being most talented, they will perform an 
elegant, and jovial dance. 

Logo em nono lugar, virà a Fulia Preta, formada com 
nova composiçaõ, e agradavel musica, e por serem 
nella destrissimas as Figuras, formaõ hum vistoso, e  
alegre bayle.46
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The dance troupe was to be composed of a king (rey), 
queen (rainha), “six black men,” “four black women,” “two 
dwarfs” (titeres) “and musicians [and] instruments from 
the same group” (naçaõ).47 Like the other performers in 
the festival, and in accord with baroque custom, the black 
troupe was to travel in a sumptuous carriage (vistoso Carro, 
ou Carroça):

There will be an elegant carriage drawn by two lions, 
there will be two eagles in the front of the carriage, and 
on the back there will a cave, inside which will travel 
the king and queen. On top of the cave there will be a 
parasol held by a black person dressed in African custom. 
There will be many birds on top of the carriage, such 
as macaw, parrot, as well as monkeys. The dwarfs will 
ride on the lions, and finally everything will be done 
according to their custom. 

Formarse-ha hum vistoso Carro, ou Carroça, pela qual 
hiraõ puxando dous Leões, no frontespicio, do Carro 
se veraõ duas Aguais, e no fim se levantarà huma gruta, 
dentro da qual hiraõ sentados Rey, Rainha, sobre a gruta 
se verà hum pavilhaõ, ou guardasol de penas, o qual

sustentarà un Negro vestido à Ethiopeza, hiraõ cobrindo 
à superficie deste Carro variedades de passaros, como 
Araras, Papagays, como tambem Bugios; sobre os Leoens 
hiraõ os Titeres, & finalmente se satisfarà tudo à propie-
dade da Naçaõ.50

This design’s similarity with black festive performanc-
es in eighteenth-century Brazil could illustrate how black 
festive culture circulated in the early modern Atlantic, 
forming an imagined community across the African diaspora. 
For example, the description of how the king and queen were 
to travel, especially under “a parasol held a black person 
dressed in African custom,” resembles what the Italian 
artist Carlos Julião witnessed in Rio de Janeiro in the late 
eighteenth century (fig. 3).

The performance also bears striking similarities with 
early modern African royal pageantry, especially as recorded 
by Italian missionaries in the Kingdom of the Kongo, 
where the Portuguese had taken Christianity in the late  
fifteenth century (fig. 4).51

Here we see the governor of Soyo, one the three provinces 
of the Kongo, receiving a Franciscan missionary. The governor 

Fig. 2. Page 3 of the Brief Extract, 1731. Courtesy of the National 
Library of Portugal.

Fig. 3. Carlos Julião, “Brazilian Ceremonial Black King 
and Queen,” ca. 1775. Courtesy of the National Library 
of Brazil.48

Fig. 4. Bernadino D’Asti, “The Missionary is Welcomed 
by the King of the Kongo,” ca. 1750. Courtesy of the 
Public Library of Turin, Italy.49
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and the nobles travel under a parasol. These similarities trian-
gulate the African diaspora and its practices.

According to the extract, as the dancers performed to 
the rhythm of the music, they were to sing the “new compo-
sition” mentioned in the introductory paragraph cited above. 
As in Spanish Golden Age works with black characters, this 
text is a stereotyped (European) version of how blacks spoke 
Portuguese, as in the epigraph that opened this essay. In this 
text, for example, what would normally be r’s are rendered 
as l’s, so that negra (black woman) in a black person’s speech 
is negla. This dialect was known as lingua de negros (black 
speech).52 This performative text was most likely composed 
by a non-black writer and shows that the truly authentic part 
of the blacks’ performance is their dance and music, which 
was to be done according to their customs, as the instruc-
tions state. This claim is supported by the fact that most 
blacks were illiterate, and the text is not an African song but 
rather an elaborate baroque poem.

A year before, on Friday, October 6, 1730, the weekly 
satirical Pamphlet of Both Lisbons (Folheto de ambas Lisboas) 
reported that the blacks of the city had celebrated the feast 
of the Rosary on Sunday, October 1, in the churchyard of the 
parish of Salvador in Alfama.53 The Pamphlet describes the 
music as bizarrely dissonant: 

There were myriad instruments in the churchyard, with 
a bizarre dissonance; because there were three marimbas, 
four piccolos, two fiddles, more than three hundred 
berimbaus, tambourines, African drums, the instruments 
they use. 

No adro estava hum rancho de instrumentos, com huma 
bizarra dissonancia; porque estavaõ tres marimbas, 
quatro pifanos, duas rebecas do peditorio, mais de 
trezentos berimbaus, pandeiros, congos, e cangáz, instru-
mentos de que uzaõ.54

The pamphlet also includes a letter which the ceremoni-
al king of Angola supposedly sent to the ceremonial king of 
Mina55 in a very satirically distorted version of lingua de negros:

The Lord be with you, brother, King of Mina. You know 
that our feast is on Sunday, and that you should come 
celebrate with us. Make sure you don’t miss it, brother, 
because sister Susana and the daughter of brother 
Mauricio will be there, and sister Josefa’s daughter is the 
viscountess. You will sing the Zaramangoè and dance the 
fofa in the procession. Brother José prepared the music 
to company the dancing. Now, if you come great, and if 
you don’t, also. May God keep you many years, brother.

Seoro compadra Re Mina Zambiampum tatè: sabe vozo, 
que nossos fessa sà Domingo, e que vozo hade vir fazer 
os forgamenta: oya vussè naõ falta vussè comprada, que 

as may Zoana os fia dos pay Maulicia, e dos may Zozefa 
sa biscondeça dos taraya: nos procissaõ vozo cantar o 
Zaramangoè, e traze vussè nos fofa que os pay Zozè 
nos fezo os cutambala, cuzambala cuyè nunas minueta; 
agora se vozo vem zangana se naõ vem zangana vussè 
homo Zambiampum tatè muitos anos.56

Even if this celebration did not take place, it is certainly based 
on the fact that the blacks of Lisbon did indeed celebrate the 
feast of the Rosary and other Catholic feasts. The false letter 
may be based on the fact that the blacks of Lisbon may have 
announced their forthcoming celebrations (but orally, since 
most were illiterate), calling on all their irmãos (brothers and 
sisters but also confraternity members) to join in the feast. 
As James H. Sweet has stated, “the letter still reveals a deep 
understanding of specific African national differences—in 
language, music, dance, and religion.”57 The letter, for example, 
imitates a herald (pregoeiro), which was an office in Portuguese 
confraternities.58 In this sense, it alludes to the fact that con-
fraternities convoke their own members and other confrater-
nities to celebrate with them. Moreover, as Sweet adds, “an 
invented letter of invitation, written by a Portuguese, would 
represent more powerful evidence of Central African cultural 
vibrancy in Lisbon than one actually written by an Angolan.”59 
The figure of the ceremonials kings is also taken from reality, 
as we saw in the example from Braga.

In this essay, we have seen black dancers and musicians 
performing their Afro-Christian identity in civic-religious 
festivals in early modern Spain and Portugal. The Spanish 
texts analyzed here showed blacks performing before the 
sovereign, especially on Christian holidays, while Portuguese 
texts only show blacks performing in religious festivals. 
Although the texts do not show it, Portuguese state, church 
and city authorities also allowed these festivals for the same 
reason Spanish ones did, namely in order to help blacks bear 
their “work with greater joy and better bear their captivity,” as 
Ortiz de Zuñiga states. Yet, as ethnographers Peter Stallybrass 
and Allon White contend, these festive performances consti-
tuted transformative practices in which Afro-Iberians cele-
brated and formed their collective group identity. The differ-
ence between the seemingly more austere Spanish examples 
and the more pompous Portuguese ones may very well be due 
to the fact at the time these events took place in Portugal, in 
comparison to the time those in Spain took place, Portugal had 
a greater African presence. In sum, this essay has shown that 
when blacks participated in religious and secular celebrations 
in early modern Spain and Portugal, they did it “according 
to their [ancestral] customs,” as the black character in my 
opening epigraph proclaims; performing and forming their 
Afro-Christian identity before and among their black counter-
parts and broader European audiences.
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